I & H Brown had the pleasure of visiting Dunning Primary School to facilitate an interactive learning set with the pupils of class 6/7. Following engagement with the School’s Headmaster, Ian Munro and Larry Higton from our team visited the school and spoke with the school pupils.

Ian and Larry discussed the current development at St. Clement Wells in Wallyford and the process from turning a blank field into a new town. Larry brought along a dumpy level which the class practiced levelling around the classroom.

To further educate the pupils on the dangers in construction, the whole class volunteered to put on PPE to show what can be used to protect us from the dangers on construction sites.

A mixture of stationary including I & H Brown pens, pencils, rulers, rubbers and colouring pencils which were used as prizes for a quiz for the best questions at the end. The class were so enthusiastic and interested, Ian and Larry stayed behind to answer more questions about civil engineering.